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Chat to win big prizes
To further enhance the function of CEM WeChat,
we introduced Chatbot to provide 24/7 instant
self-service to customers. Until 31 May, simply
chat with the Chatbot about electricity related
services and rate its performance. You will
automatically enter our monthly lucky draw and
have the chance to win iPad, Apple Watch,
Dyson Airwrap, shopping coupons and movie
tickets. Follow us now and chat!
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A step forward to make our city greener

CEM eService App

There are currently 172 charging spaces located in 35 public car parks and
five streets across Macau, covering 70% of the public car parks. Charging is
easy and convenient as EV owners can command the charging process, find
EV charging stations and learn about charging methods with CEM e-Service App.
There are many other services in our e-Service App. Download and explore now!

Stay tuned and join our trendy lifestyle workshops
Want to learn how to prepare delicious and healthy dishes with the help of a
professional chef, or how to make green decorative items with recycled
materials? Workshops will be organized throughout the year to promote
electric cooking and green lifestyle. Let’s play our part to save our planet!
Enrolment can only be made through CEM Facebook fan page,
page now and stay tuned to grab your seat.
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New power technologies: Solar textiles
Two researchers at the University of Wisconsin are working to develop ways to weave
and coat different fibers to increase their conductivity. This emerging technology could lead
to portable and lightweight solar textiles, in which the printed or woven pattern of the
fabric harvest sunlight.
Once developed, the new textile can be used for hundreds of applications like everyday
clothing or home products like curtains to collect and store power. Though still in its early
stages, this technology may be closer than you think!
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